Powerpole General Assembly Instructions
Assemble the red and black plastic housing. They fit snugly and can be difficult to separate. See the
picture below for ARES /RACES standard orientation. Always slide these joints together! They will
be damaged if you try to snap them together or pry them apart. This is a dovetail joint, and they ONLY
slide together in one direction. This should be obvious by looking at them carefully. Once the
connectors are aligned, insert the roll pin in the hole to maintain alignment. Note that you can assemble
the red and black insulated housings in other ways for special applications.
Assemble the connector housings before putting the connector
pins in. It is much more difficult to assemble them, after the
connector pins are inserted, especially if you are using heavy
paired wire.
Before soldering or crimping the contacts on to heavy paired
wire, orient the contacts so that they are both facing the correct
direction so that they go in the housings without twisting the
wire.
The contacts go in the housings in only one way. Insert the contacts with their sharp edge down against
the flat spring that is in the housing. They should slide in and click. If you do not hear a click or they
are not fully seated, fix them. When they are inserted fully you should notice that the contact and it's
wire "floats" slightly inside it's housing. When looking in from the front of the housing the contact tip
should slide over the top of the internal spring. This is the clicking sound that you hear when you insert
the wire.
IMPORTANT: You will not be able to insert the contacts into the housing if the crimp area flattens
excessively during crimping or large blobs or solder are on the connection.
Be careful when crimping. You may distort the contact so
that it will not slide into the contact easily. This may occur
with different types of crimpers and various gauges of wire.
You may have to rotate the contact 90 degrees from the
original crimping orientation and re-crimp either with the
original crimper or a with pair of pliers. In any case you
need to make the barrel of the contact round again so it can
slide in the housing.

When soldering the contact pins, be careful not to use too much solder. Keep the solder inside, where
the wire goes. If a blob of solder gets on the outside of the connector body you may have trouble
putting the contact into the housing. If you get solder on the contact surface area you will not make a
good contact.
When crimping the contact pins use a crimp that contains the wire completely inside the pin and doesn't
spread the connector apart. A good crimp is one where the dimensions of the crimped portion are no
more than an un-crimped pin. If the crimp is flattened out you will not be able to easily push the pin in
to the body. If you bend the contact blade in relation to the crimp area you should straighten it before
putting it in to the body.
It is possible to use larger or smaller gauge wire with the 30 and 45 amp connectors. The 30 amp
contacts will work with difficulty with #10 wire if you cut the end cleanly and carefully put each and
every strand of that wire in to the pin. It may be is easier to use 45 amp connectors on #10 wire. Using
16 gauge or smaller wire in a 30 amp contact requires that you fold the wire to fill the crimp receptacle
of the contact to get a good crimp.
A properly crimped contact should have a minimum hold on the wire of more than 25 pounds. A pair of
connectors should snap together with 6 to 8 pounds force. Tug slightly on the assembled connector to
make sure the contacts are locked in place.
If you have trouble getting the contact to lock into the housing, you may have deformed the contact.
Look at the side profile of the contacts before and after crimping. You may have to bend it before
inserting it into the housing.
Last but not least, MAKE SURE you have the polarity correct before plugging in your equipment.
"Measure twice, cut once" as the saying goes.

Read more: http://www.powerwerx.com/assembly.asp#ixzz3ic2yRaNB

